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his fuel since much of the combustible material
removed from the earth is of plant origin. In thia
respect atomic energy may eventually prove to be
an adequate alternative
3 Endoplasmic retaralum Riuosomes and Protein
Synthesis
A network of elaborate and oriented double
membranes existing within parts of the cytoplasm
can be seen in the electron microscope In the
apace between the pairs of double membranes
small granules are visible either free in the space
or attached to a membrane The whole system
is called the endoplasmic reticulum or ergasto
plasm. When the cell is homogenised and centri
fuged the endoplasmic reticulum appears as the
microsomal fraction Biochemical analysis after
separation of the membranous from the granular
components reveals that the former is composed
largely of phosphohpids and cholesterol which are
compounds closely related to fats and the latter
of ribonucleic acid (ENA)
A ucleic Acids
The term nucleic acid covers a clasz, of sub
stances usually of great complexity built up from
smaller units called nucleotides Bach nucleotide
consists of a base united to a sugar in turn muted
to phosphoric acid. Nucleotides are joined
together in a linear fashion by means of the
phosphoric acid residues to form a chain from
which the bases project at right angles (Fig 1)
Two typea of sugar are found in naturally occur
nag nucleic acid^ and these are the ribose of UNA
 and the desoxyribose of desoxyxlbonucleic acids
(DNA) We shall return to the latter when the
nucleus is considered. Pour mtrogen-contalning
bases occur in nucleic acids and m RNA—ademne
cytosine guanine anduracil In DNA the uracil
is replaced by thymine
Protein Synthesis
There is good evidence that ENA is manufact
ured exclusively within the nucleus and sub
seauently moves out into the cytoplasm Some
of it called ribosomal ENA, unites with protein
to form the granules or ribosomes of the endo
plasmic reticulum Another form called mes
senger UNA. also migrates from the nucleus to
associate with ribosomes but does not become
incorporated into their permanent structure It
is also well established that the ribosomes are
closely linked with protein synthesis in the cell
because radioactive amino acids when fed to an
animal aie always found first in the ribosomes
before any other cell structure The specification
for a particular protein is not carried on the nbo
some which is merely the factory for making these
complex molecules It is thought that messenger
UNA carries instructions from the nucleus whuci
specify exactly the protein to be synthesisod at a
ribosome This is done by means of a code in
which a triplet of three nucleotide bases
codes one ammo acid (Fig 2) Thus on a long
molecule of UNA three adjacent uracil bases
would specify an ammo acid called phenylalanme
If these were followed on the ENA molecule by
one uracil and two guanines then the ammo acid
tryptophan would be specified and this would b°
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fig 2 A portion at a molecule ol messenger BNA, associated -with a riboaome and synthesising & protein* He base
sequence on the messenger RNA has been determined by the helix labelled "with the downward pointing arrow In Ffe. 3
Adeulne epecinea Uracil (U) Oytoatae specifies Gaanine (G) Thymtne specifies Acleulne (A), and Quantne specifies
Oytosine (O) The ribosome la moving down the messenger KNA strand reading the triplet) code Ammo
acid 4, which Is phenyialanlne specified by uOu has lost been Joined to three other amino adds and Its carrier
ENA released to the cytoplasm. Ammo add fi, tryptophan specified by ITGHJ Is attached to Ita carrier ENA and1
In position ready to be Joined to the protein chain by the rlbosome. Amino acid S methlontoe epeonted by TTAQ
is attached to Its carrier ENA but has not been brought Into position on the messenger ENA strand. Other amino
adds and carrier BNA molecules exist free In the cytoplasm and have not yet associated

